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Abstract— Metamorphic viruses transform their code as they 

propagate, thus evading detection by static signature-based 

virus scanners, while keeping their functionality. They use 

code obfuscation techniques to challenge deeper static 

analysis. With the growing numbers of personal computer 

users the need for good malware detection techniques has 

been increasing with considerable rate. The aim of this 

project is to build Metamorphic Virus Detection (MVD) 

application to detect metamorphic virus. The report begins 

with the study of in-depth analysis of metamorphic viruses is 

presented. At the end of the report, performance of the 

technique implemented as well effectiveness evaluated.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Malware can be defined as a software designed by authors 

with an aim of damaging or abducting hosts, data, or network. 

The evolution of metamorphic viruses is one of the great 

challenges of this decade. Computer virus detection is 

undecidable so existing algorithms cannot accurately detect. 

Data mining mines information and discover knowledge in 

the absence of explicit assumptions premise. Machine 

learning can be used for data analysis, pattern discovery and 

prediction. So it is a feasible way to detect unknown viruses 

by using Machine learning methods [9] and Data mining 

methods[2] [10-12]. 

Virus detection software used heuristic scanning 

technology is able to find suspicious code’s instructive signs 

and sort according to these signs’ harm to a computer system 

and give these signs different weighted values based on 

characteristics used by virus. Virus detection program can 

claimed find virus if weighted sum of each inspired signs has 

been more than one pre-defined threshold value. Heuristic 

scanning technology has a certain false alarm rate and it is 

probabilistic method [7]. Heuristic scanning technology can 

compensate for the disadvantage that signature scanning lags 

behind virus update and discover new viruses or new variants 

of the virus rapidly. 

II. METAMORPHIC VIRUS 

Metamorphism aims at changing the appearance of the virus, 

without changing its functionality. These viruses alter their 

code during propagation in the system. These viruses evade 

the risk of signature based detection. Metamorphic viruses 

use various metamorphic techniques [3] like code 

permutation, dead-code insertion, etc. Metamorphic virus 

does not have a decrypt or and a consistent body as a 

polymorphic virus. Nonetheless, they are capable of creating 

a generation that looks different every time. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Units in metamorphic model 

A. Locate Own Code:  

It is important that the metamorphic viruses are able to 

discover their own code in different generations. 

B. Decode:  

The information that is necessary for morphing must be 

decoded by the engine. The engine must have some depiction 

of itself in order to know how to make transformations to it. 

C. Analyze:  

In order to achieve metamorphosis precisely, some 

information must be accessible. The register liveliness 

information is needed for the performance of some 

transformations. If it is not available, the engine must be able 

to construct such information by itself. 

D. Transform:  

Metamorphic code transformation without changing the 

functionality occurs at this point. Instruction blocks are 

replaced with equivalent blocks at this stage. 

E. Attach:  

The last step is to adhere a recently transformed copy of the 

virus to a file. The execution of the units of the metamorphic 

engine might not be in order as in the figure. They can be 

randomly executed [5]. 

III. HEURISTIC ANALYSIS 

Heuristic analysis is used to detect newly generated or 

unidentified viruses. A heuristic scanner has 2 phases of 

operations when scanning files for viruses. In the first phase 

of the operation, the scanner observes the behaviour of the 

suspicious program and searches for a specific area in the file 

where the virus might attach itself.    

In the second phase, it determines the program logic 

which can be executed by computer instructions in the 

specific areas identified in the first phase. The program is 

flagged as a virus, if it contains a certain percentage of the 

computer instructions similar to the virus instructions. The 
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Heuristic analysis gives results in many false positives as it 

mostly operates on the basis of perquisite experiences [6]. 

This might not detect new viruses that contain code different 

from a previously known virus program.  

This is effective detection technique to detect 

metamorphic virus. The main essence of each method is to 

analyse the suspicious file s characteristics and behaviour to 

determine if it is indeed malware. Improve the decision 

making rule as two dimensional determination: not only 

compare the number of samples in different categories but 

also compare the weight sum of different vectors’ distance in 

k vectors.  

A. K-means Clustering Algorithm  

K-means algorithm divides data set into different categories 

through an iterative process, makes criterion function which 

is used for evaluating performance of clustering achieve 

optimal, thereby making each generated cluster internal 

compact and relative independence between classes with 

better clustering results. The algorithm is as follows.  

 For the sample set U, select k samples arbitrarily as the 

initial cluster centers:  

 a) divide samples in samples set into the nearest neighbor 

clustering by the principle of the minimum distance.  

 b) Use the sample mean of each cluster as the new cluster 

center. 

 Repeat a), b) steps until no change then get k-clustering. 

K-means algorithm can get better clustering effect for 

large data sets and have clear distinction between class 

and class.  

B. Result 

The experiment focuses on the number of virus files that are 

identified as the normal procedure (False Negative, FN) and 

normal procedures that are identified as virus file (False 

Positive, FP). If virus behaviour characteristic feature vector 

match with the normal file characteristic vector, the system 

will be false positives. If there is no feature to match with new 

attack behaviour, the system will be false negative. 

Using K_means clustering has better classification 

and identification ability to unknown files, accuracy and false 

alarm rate the former than the latter.  

 
Fig. 2: UI of Metamorphic Virus Detection Application 

 

 
Fig. 3: Metamorphic Virus Detection Application 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Viruses and antivirus security plays a very important role in 

the computing world. In these times, new types of viruses are 

always on the rise and their destructive power is always 

increasing.  This paper presents heuristic Metamorphic Virus 

Detection application for detecting metamorphic viruses. It 

will makes up for deficiencies that unknown virus detection 

technology used in the industry that is based on behavioural 

analysis. We found out that most heuristic fail on false 

positive control. We plan to increase detection rate and try to 

reduce false alarm rate. The evolution of metamorphic viruses 

is one of the great challenges of this decade. Clearly, virus 

writing is evolving towards the direction of modern computer 

worms. It will be an interesting time for antivirus researchers. 

Metamorphic viruses are one of many techniques that virus 

writers employ to attack systems, and as such, they should not 

be ignored any longer. 
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